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Byline: Rev. Dr. J.

We began this five-month series on dealing with major life transitions
because it was the topic you most wanted to learn about. We began by talking
about the importance of giving yourself time to let the past dissolve, reimagining a
new vision and dream, beginning to implement that vision, and now like the most
beautiful of butterflies it is time for you to spread your wings and fly.
You have done all the hard work to get to this point and now it is your
time to fly. It is interesting that we are ending this year with a reflection about
spreading your wings and flying fully in this new identity you have worked on just
as we are preparing to enter a new year.
The words of wisdom I have for you this month are fly – just spread your
wings and fly. You may need to do some fine-tuning now and then, but for the
most part just enjoy the journey. Savor this time and celebrate all the hard work
you have done. Take time to keep the enjoyment coming into your life.
Unlike butterflies, which undergo one metamorphosis from caterpillar to
butterfly, we may experience more than one major life transition in our lifetime.
The difference is that now you know the basic steps to go through, to deal with,
those major life transitions when they occur. Until your next metamorphosis,
enjoy each moment of life in its fullest, spread your wings, and fly. 

The Secret of Living is Giving

Byline: Simple Truths

One of my favorite things to do is wake up early on Sunday morning, get the Sunday
paper, make a hot cup of coffee and kick back to read about what's going on in the world.
It's my quiet time...my time to reflect and relax.
One Sunday morning about halfway through my little ritual, I spotted a headline that
caught my attention, "Graduating Student Credits His 'Angel'"...and I began to read.
A young man who was graduating from college told the story about how Oral Lee
Brown was his "Real Life Angel." In 1987, Brown, a real estate agent in Northern
California, saw a young girl in her neighborhood begging for money.
When she went to the school the girl had claimed to attend, Brown couldn't find her,
but that day she made a decision that would change the lives of many other children
forever. She adopted an entire first-grade class in one of Oakland's lowest performing
schools, and she pledged to personally pay for anyone who wanted to attend college.
(continued on page 4)
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Highlighted Special Events
Green Irene Mart

Join us for one or ALL
of these events. None
of them require an
admission fee.
If environmental
stewardship, social
justice, and/or food/
fun/folks/foolishness
are your thing, pick the
appropriate event and
‘Come on down!”

Date: December 6, 2012
Time: 2 pm – 4 pm
Place/Venue: Inspiritual 25 Bernie Lane, Rochester, NY 14624 or http://
www.GreenIrene.com/1144
Description of Event: A few months ago, Zoe began blogging about environmental issues.
To help us all become greener in our everyday lives, we are partnering this month with
local Green Irene consultant Margie Campaigne and hosting a Green Irene party. We will
have refreshments, free gift-wrapping, games, and prizes! View a sampling of actual green
products, a presentation on home energy-saving tips, and even place orders online from
one of my computers. Kids' non-toxic art supplies, toy recycling truck, stainless steel water
bottles, air and water purifiers, scented soy candles, LED lights, water and energy-saving
products. Whether you can physically join us or not, you can still join in by shopping
online at http://www.GreenIrene.com/1144

Human Rights Day Observance
Date: December 10, 2012
Time: 5 pm - 9 pm
Place/Venue: Downtown United Presbyterian Church 121 N. Fitzhugh Street,
Rochester, NY
Description of Event: Keynote Speaker, Dr Marvin McMickle, President Colgate
Rochester Crozer Divinity School - Theme: Michelle Alexander's bestselling book: The
New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness
Program: Community Potluck 5:00 pm
Call for Solidarity and Action: Ream Kidane @ 7:00 pm
Keynote: Rev Dr Marvin McMickle @ 7:15 pm
Panel: Rosemary Rivera, Ricardo Adams, Maurice Miller @ 7:45 pm
Audience questions and comments: @ 8:00 pm
Moderators: Mary Boite and Steve Jarose
Free and open to the public!

Holiday Pot Luck Dinner
Date: December 25, 2012
Time: 2 pm - until
Place/Venue: Inspiritual, 25 Bernie Lane, Rochester, NY 14624
Description of Event: Every holiday we open our doors to all seeking a space to gather
and celebrate all we have been blessed with this past year. We will, as usual, provide the
ham, macaroni and cheese, coffee, tea, and water. We ask those coming bring either an
appetizer, a salad, side dish, or desert. Please also bring an attitude of love and gratitude.
All are welcome! 
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Fluid Connection

Byline: Leisl Gasser

Everything’s connected like a ripple on the pond.
A drop of rain hit’s the placid water,
sending ripples from its center.
Connectedness,
Change and Spirit

More rain comes and dances across the water.
the ripples kriss kross each other,
making wavelets in the pool.
The Lily Pads float above the water.
Their Lotus Blossoms glisten in the Full Moon’s light.
Though their water becomes murky,

“ Though their water

they remain ever regal and serene.

becomes murky,

Though the clouds cover the moon’s rays,

they remain ever regal
and serene.”

The Lunar effects can still be felt.
Some say enlightenment is impossible,
unless we reach heaven,
that there is too much stress in the world,
for us to reach that state.
I believe, like the Lotus Blossom,
Stress will always come into our lives.
But continuing to follow a spiritual practice,
and remembering that there is a beginning,
and an end to everything,
Will help us weather any storm.
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What I Learned

Byline: Claude Bowen

After receiving a private message that stated I had made a grave mistake leaving
church/ministry/organized religion. I sat in silence with my thoughts, not because I was
forced to second guess my departure from organized religion rather to focus on why being
in ministry did not work for me. I had to be very mindful that my explanation was not an
excuse rather a heartfelt response based on my truth.

“The only truth is
music.”
Jack Kerouac

I asked myself what had ever allowed me to ever question my faith or my personal
revelations and feelings. Who had told me what I felt was not from the same source of
power that they spoke from and how had that shaped my foundation of belief? These were
not really difficult questions nor were the answers that deep, yet my reaction to the answers
had somehow become a stumbling block.
When I gave myself permission to step away from the external and connect to the
internal the Infinite ministered to my being and I developed my own sense of truth as I
defined my path to a greater understanding of “all there is.”
My truth had evolved through a process of lessons learned simply through living. I
understood that I had been sustained by a source greater than myself through the entire
process of living and making decisions, some wise and others not so wise yet none in my
thinking were mistakes. Some of the lessons were once questions that were answered, yet I
was instructed to be mindful that most of the people were not ready for that much truth
which made no sense to me. How could I be in a place of liberation if taboos were still in
place?
My truth did not allow me to continue any process that would demonize, dehumanize,
minimize or devalue the belief of others.
(continued on page 16)

“Service To Others
Is The Rent You Pay
For Your Room
Here On Earth”
Muhammad Ali

“Since 1987, she's
personally saved
$10,000 a year while
raising donations for her
"adopted first-grade
kids."”

The Secret of Living is Giving (cont’d)

Byline: Simple Truths

This would be a great story even if Oral Lee was independently wealthy; however, it is a
much greater story considering she was a former cotton picker from Mississippi, making
$45,000 a year and raising two children of her own.
Brown lived up to her pledge. Since 1987, she's personally saved $10,000 a year while
raising donations for her "adopted first-grade kids." And because of her tremendous act of
unselfish love, children who could have been "swallowed by the streets" are now graduating
from college to pursue their dreams.
We all seek our purpose in life. Most of us wonder how we can make a positive
difference during our brief time on this earth. But Oral Lee Brown discovered the simple
secret... GIVING. Arthur Ashe said it best, "From what we get, we can make a living. What we
give, however, makes a life."
Simple Truth’s website: (http://www.simpletruths.com/) 
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2012 Mayan Global Sacred Ceremony Flyer

“This is a unique
opportunity for
profound
transformation and
healing through release
and renewal. ”
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Calendar of Events
December 2012
Love and Inspiration

Looking for
something to do? We
have plenty of low
OR no cost events on
the calendar.

Do you have
something for
next month’s
calendar? Please
complete the
online
submission form

Host/Host Organization: Inspiritual
Date: December 2, 9, 16, 23, and 30, 2012
Time: 11:00 am – 12:30 pm
Place/Venue: Inspiritual, 25 Bernie Lane, Rochester, NY 14624
Description of Event: Are you seeking a time and space to experience a shared spiritual
experience, but not feeling drawn to the traditional "church" or other "religious" service. If
so, we invite you to come share a time of Love & Inspiration with us.
This will be a time of gathering, listening to inspirational music, time for personal
meditation, a reading and reflection on an inspirational or spiritual reading, affirmations
and communal sharing.
Admission Price: Donations accepted
Email Address: Inspiritual
Website: Love & Inspiration
Wheelchair Accessible: Yes

Spirited Walkers
Host/Host Organization: Inspiritual
Date: December 3 and 17, 2012
Time: 1:00 pm – 2:00 pm
Place/Venue: To be announced, on Inspiritual website, the weeks we are not meeting.
Description of Event: Walking is not only a great form of exercise, but it is also a context
in which one can meditate, visualize, and commune with others and nature. Walking can
slow down time, especially when we walk slowly and meditatively. Walking allows us to
appreciate the beauty we cannot experience when driving. We hope you will come join
us.
Admission Price: Donations accepted
Email Address: Inspiritual
Website: Spirited Walkers
Wheelchair Accessible: Yes

Share & Discuss
Host/Host Organization: Inspiritual
Date: December 5 and 19, 2012
Time: 7:00 pm – 9:00 pm
Place/Venue: Inspiritual, 25 Bernie Lane, Rochester, NY 14624
Description of Event: Have you read, listened to, or watched something lately that you
want to share with others. Come talk about it and share it with others. Coffee, tea, and
crystal light will be provided.
Admission Price: Donations accepted
(continued on page 7)
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Calendar of Events (cont’d)
Email Address: Inspiritual
Website: Share & Discuss
Wheelchair Accessible: Yes

Green Irene Mart
Looking for
something to do? We
have plenty of low
OR no cost events on
the calendar.

Do you have
something for
next month’s
calendar? Please
complete the
online
submission form

Date: December 6, 2012
Time: 2:00 pm – 4:00 pm
Place/Venue: Inspiritual 25 Bernie Lane, Rochester, NY 14624 or http://
www.GreenIrene.com/1144
Description of Event: A few months ago, Zoe began blogging about environmental
issues. To help us all become greener in our everyday lives, we are partnering this month
with local Green Irene consultant Margie Campaigne and hosting a Green Irene party.
We will have refreshments, free gift-wrapping, games, and prizes! View a sampling of
actual green products, a presentation on home energy-saving tips, and even place orders
online from my computers. Kids' non-toxic art supplies, toy recycling truck, stainless
steel water bottles, air and water purifiers, scented soy candles, LED lights, water and
energy-saving products. Whether you can physically join us or not, you can still join in
by shopping online at http://www.GreenIrene.com/1144

It’s Movie Time
Host/Host Organization: Inspiritual
Date: December 7, 2012
Time: 7:00 pm – 9:00 pm
Place/Venue: Inspiritual, 25 Bernie Lane, Rochester, NY 14624
Description of Event: This month we will be viewing and discussing the movie The
Dolphin’s Tale (Warner Bros) is a heart affecting drama about the loving relationship
between a lonely boy and a badly injured dolphin, and the community that supports
them.
Admission Price: Donations accepted
Email Address: Inspiritual
Website: It's Movie Time!
Wheelchair Accessible: Yes

Spiritual Journaling
Host/Host Organization: Inspiritual
Date: December 8, 2012 at 11:00 am – 12:30 pm
Date: December 21, 2012 at 7:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Place/Venue: Inspiritual, 25 Bernie Lane, Rochester, NY 14624
Description of Event: All too often, I am told I wish I had the time to write. I wish I
could discipline myself enough to journal. This is a space for you claim that time and
develop that spiritual discipline. People write for a diversity of reasons. However, spiritual journaling is a way to enhance your relationship with your self and your Higher
Power, however you define that.
(continued on page 8)
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Calendar of Events (cont’d)
Spiritual journaling is more than keeping a diary ,where you log the events of your life.
It's a place where you share your innermost thoughts with yourself and your Higher
Power. As you become more comfortable and skilled in doing that, you will sense a
deeper spiritual direction for your life. Each month, different strategies will be offered to
help liberate our writing and take us to a deeper understanding of ourselves and our
relationship with our Higher Power. Space will be provided for anyone who feels
comfortable or desires to share their writing.
Looking for
something to do? We
have plenty of low
OR no cost events on
the calendar.

Coffee, and hot water for tea and hot chocolate will be provided, as will Crystal Light.
Email Address: Inspiritual
Website: Spiritual Journaling
Wheelchair Accessible: Yes

DRUM CIRCLE for holiday cheer! Ages 8 and up! $5

Do you have
something for
next month’s
calendar? Please
complete the
online
submission form

Host/Host Organization: Grounded By Yoga Studio
Date: December 8., 2012
Time: 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Place/Venue: Grounded By Yoga & Teacher Training Center/4 East Main St, East
Bloomfield.
We’re located six minutes South of Victor, at the corner of Route 444 and Main St.
Description of Event: "Drumming has been used for centuries for the purpose of healing,
ritual, and celebration. Using the ancient wisdom passed down by indigenous peoples, we
can use harmony and balance to raise our positive vibrations and promote healing for
ourselves and each other." The drum circle offers equality because there is no head or tail.
It includes people of all ages. The main objective is to share rhythm and get in tune with
self, to form a group consciousness and entrain and resonate. Through entertainment, we
become a new voice, a collective voice, emerging from the group as we drum together .
Jeff Mann will teach the basic drum techniques, to produce a good sound, and show why
we use our voice to learn rhythms, how to find, and explore and express our individual
inner spirit voice."
Pre-Register Price: $5 (Helps to know how many noise makers to bring!)
You may email gtoundedbyyoga@gmail.com to register
You also may pay at the studio or mail check to "Sandy Hicks Bloomfield Professional
Building, East Bloomfield 14469."
Price is $5 until December 7th and $8 the day of December 8th! Family cap of $20....($20
and bring as many family members as you like. Please Pre-register
Admission Price: $5 for early bird and $8 for late birds.
Email Address: groundedbyyoga@gmail.com
Website: http://www.GroundedByYoga.com
Wheelchair Accessible: No

Individual Sound Therapy Sessions
Host/Host Organization: Usha Shah
Date: December 8 and December 9, 2012
Time: Noon to 5.00 PM
(continued on page 9)
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Calendar of Events (cont’d)

Looking for
something to do? We
have plenty of low
OR no cost events on
the calendar.

Place/Venue: Gossamer Wood Healing and Retreat Center
2235 County Road 28
Canandaigua, NY 14424
Description of Event: Come and experience a private individual sound therapy session
with Usha Shah who uses crystal singing bowls, tuning forks, music and more as a way to
transform physical, mental and emotional ailments.
Admission Price: $25 for a 30 minute session.
Please call Usha Shah at (585) 442-8141or send an e-mail to ushah@frontier.com to
schedule an appointment.
Email Address: ushah@frontier.com
Website: http://www.bodytalkrochester.com/calendar/index.htm
Wheelchair Accessible: No

Happiness is Your Birthright

Do you have
something for
next month’s
calendar? Please
complete the
online
submission form

Host/Host Organization: Paul Knight/Elizabeth Groenevelt
Date: December 9, 2012
Time: 10:00am-5:00pm
Place/Venue: Natural Oasis Market at 288 Monroe Ave.
Description of Event: Paul Knight, Business owner and Kundalini Yoga Teacher with 20
years of experience will be leading this challenging day’s workshop. This series of yoga sets
will challenge, inspire and elevate you to widen your scope, explore your spirit and open
your heart.
∗

This workshop will include Kundalini Yoga topics of:

Prosperity, Forgiveness & Healing, Building Invincible Relationships and Detox &
Vitality. Happiness is your birthright. Accept it. Live it. Enjoy it. Each person, regardless
of wealth, status, age or religion, has the hidden desire to be happy. The urge for
happiness is behind every other desire. The problem is that each person also forms a
hidden or subconscious pattern that creates unhappiness. We learn these patterns and we
learn to be unhappy.
Yogi Bhajan, Master of Kundalini Yoga and teacher of the psychology of Happiness puts
it this way, Happiness is your birthright. It cannot be taken away from you. But you act as if
it is not your birthright. You begin to wish for happiness rather than accept it and
express it. When you wish for happiness, you also wish indirectly for unhappiness, just as
night and day follow each other. When you wish, every happiness is followed by sadness
and every sadness by happiness.
You are not happy because you make comparisons and compete with something over
which you have no control. You have no control over infinity- the vast creative essence of
life and consciousness. If you have no control over infinity, don’t try to control it.
Instead flow with it and you can reach anywhere!
(continued on page 10)
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Calendar of Events (cont’d)

Looking for
something to do? We
have plenty of low
OR no cost events on
the calendar.

Do you have
something for
next month’s
calendar? Please
complete the
online
submission form

Fight with it and you’ll be unhappy. There’s nothing to it. The only problem is you have
not consciously developed your mental caliber, meditative mind and the attitude of
gratitude and contentment. The mind should dance with the body, the whole universe is
your stage, the soul your choreographer. Try to feel that whatever you are doing is the
most beautiful thing, the prettiest dance, because you dance with the whole universe.
Don’t resent anything. Forgive everything. Express your essence. Let your heart guide you,
free of all limitation, regimentation and fear. Come join our program and be liberated.
Admission Price: $65.00/$40.00 (full-time students) Price includes vegetarian lunch!
Email Address: coldlaser@msn.com
Wheelchair Accessible: No

Human Rights Day Observance
Host/Host Organization: Downtown United Presbyterian Church, Inspiritual, and a
multitude of other community sponsors
Date: December 10, 2012
Time: 5 pm - 9 pm
Place/Venue: Downtown United Presbyterian Church 121 N. Fitzhugh Street, Rochester,
NY
Description of Event: Keynote Speaker, Dr Marvin McMickle, President Colgate
Rochester Crozer Divinity School - Theme: Michelle Alexander's bestselling book:
‘The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness’
Program: Community Potluck 5:00 pm
Call for Solidarity and Action: Ream Kidane 7:00 pm
Keynote: Rev Dr Marvin McMickle 7:15 pm
Panel: Rosemary Rivera, Ricardo Adams, Maurice Miller 7:45 pm
Audience questions and comments: 8:00 pm
Moderators: Mary Boite and Steve Jarose
Admission Price: Free and open to the public!
Wheelchair Accessible: Yes

"A Trip Around the World" featuring live gongs, crystal bowls, tuning forks and
music
Host/Host Organization: Global Risings Inc. with Usha Shah
Date: Tuesday December 11, 2012
Time: 6.30 PM to 7.30 PM
Place/Venue: The Legacy at Willow Pond, 40 Willow Pond Way , Penfield, NY 14526
Description of Event: Global Risings Inc. with Usha Shah will do an entertainment
performance with ‘A Trip Around the World’. Various cultures and time periods will be
visited in this wonderful, mystical journey - everything from Celtic to the Oracle of
Delphi to Native American and more! Featuring gongs, crystal bowls, forks, music, and
more.
(continued on page 11)
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Calendar of Events (cont’d)
Admission Price: Free
Website: http://www.globalrisings.com
Wheelchair Accessible: Yes

Spirituality Book Club

Looking for
something to do? We
have plenty of low
OR no cost events on
the calendar.

Host/Host Organization: Inspiritual
Date: December 14, 2012
Time: 6:30 pm – 8:00 pm
Place/Venue: Inspiritual, 25 Bernie Lane, Rochester, NY 14624
Description of Event: This month we will be continuing our discussion of Lordo
Rinzler’s The Buddha Walks Into the Bar.
Admission Price: Donations accepted
Email Address: Inspiritual
Website: Spirituality Book Club
Wheelchair Accessible: Yes

2012 Mayan Global Sacred Ceremony

Do you have
something for
next month’s
calendar? Please
complete the
online
submission form

Host/Host Organization: Barbara Konish / New Moon
Date: December 21, 2012
Time: 6:00 pm
Place/Venue: Brighton Town Park, 777 Westfall Rd.
Description of Event: Usher in the NEW World of Peace & Love
Be part of the Oneness Shift on a Planetary Level
Join this GLOBAL SACRED CEREMONY as the Mayan calendar comes to an end on
the Winter Solstice.
Barbara Konish, founder of New Moon, psychic medium, and Reiki master-teacher, was
asked to lead a Spirit guided ceremony which will be held simultaneously with other
circles throughout the globe. Similar ceremonies will be held by teachers Raven Keyes
and Tony Barr in Glastonbury, England, and by other inspired leaders in Central Park,
Sedona, Canada, Portugal and Taiwan at the exact same time! All groups will be
connected intentionally and energetically, via the lay lines crossing our precious planet.
All groups will be connected intentionally and energetically, via the lay lines crossing our
precious planet.
This is a unique opportunity for profound transformation and healing through release
and renewal. We are blessed to be here at this time; to offer our commitment to
humanity’s expansion, and create a beautiful world for all future generations. This is a
ceremony for this moment in history. Bring drums and rattles, if you have them.
Admission Price: LOVE OFFERING DONATION: $20 appreciated to cover expenses
Email Address: barbarakonish@frontiernet.net
Website: http://www.NewMoonForYou.com
Wheelchair Accessible: Yes
(continued on page 12)
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Calendar of Events (cont’d)
Art and Soul

Looking for
something to do? We
have plenty of low
OR no cost events on
the calendar.

Do you have
something for
next month’s
calendar? Please
complete the
online
submission form

Host/Host Organization: Inspiritual
Date: December 22, 2012
Time: 7:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Place/Venue: Inspiritual, 25 Bernie Lane, Rochester, NY 14624
Description of Event: The creative spirit within each individual longs to emerge, to be
known and celebrated. Yet out of fear, shame, shyness, or just plain reluctance, people
put a lid on the deep well—the source—of their creativity. The creative process puts us in
touch with our soul, our spirit, our inner wisdom.
This group will provide opportunities for people to express themselves through the
creative arts – writing, movement, art, music, and other expressive and creative arts. We
will use the expressive and creative arts for nourishing our spirits, healing individual and
societal wounds, and appreciating our ethnic, cultural, religious, and ideological
differences. Please bring crayons, colored pencils, fine point markers, or other coloring
media.
Admission Price: Donations accepted
Email Address: Inspiritual
Website: Art & Soul
Wheelchair Accessible: Yes

Holiday Pot Luck Dinner
Date: December 25, 2012
Time: 2 pm - until
Place/Venue: Inspiritual, 25 Bernie Lane, Rochester, NY 14624
Every holiday we open our doors to all seeking a space to gather and celebrate all we have
been blessed with this past year. We will, as usual, provide the ham, macaroni and cheese,
coffee, tea, and water. We ask those coming bring either an appetizer, a salad, side dish,
or desert. Please also bring an attitude of love and gratitude. All are welcome!

Living the Five Agreements
Host/Host Organization: Inspiritual
Date: December 28, 2012
Time: 7:00 pm - 8:30 pm
Place/Venue: Inspiritual, 25 Bernie Lane, Rochester, NY 14624
Description of Event: Over eight years ago, Don Miguel Ruiz published The Four
Agreements. Reading the book for many has been life changing. Living these agreements,
however, is an ongoing journey of self examination, evaluation, and transformation. This
group will discuss his two books The Four Agreements and The Fifth Agreement and discuss
what we are learning about ourselves as we live these agreements. Exercises will also be
offered to help us master our awareness of what we believe and what we have agreed to in
our lives as we seek to evolve and grow in our own journey to the authentic self. We will
begin with discussing and working through The Four Agreements.
Admission Price: Donations accepted
(continued on page 13)
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Calendar of Events (cont’d)
Email Address: Inspiritual
Website: Living the Five Agreements
Wheelchair Accessible: Yes

Christmas Special: Give a Gift of Health

Looking for
something to do? We
have plenty of low
OR no cost events on
the calendar.

Do you have
something for
next month’s
calendar? Please
complete the
online
submission form

Host/Host Organization: Healthy Alternatives
Date: offer ends 12/25/12
Place/Venue: Healthy Alternatives, 458 Stone Rd.
Description of Event: This year give a “green gift.” Give a Gift of Health.
Massage and Energy therapy are a great “green gift of health” ,one that fits the increasing
consumer preference for practical gifts that improve your health instead of more “stuff.”
People are looking for a gift that fits their values, budgets and adds to their health.
For a limited time only, I am offering a special rate on the purchase of holiday gift
certificates. This is a simple and convenient gift, with a great price.
Special prices:
1 gift certificate @ $55 (regularly $60)
2 gift certificates @ $50 each
3 gift certificates @ $45 each plus 1 FREE BioMat Session
Why not consider a special gift that your loved ones will remember?
Massage ……….increase circulation and relieve pain
Raindrop Technique……..healing and relaxing
Bio-Mat.......... Detoxify Cells, Improves Neuropathy and
Fibromyalgia
Massage is a scientific way to manipulate the body’s soft tissues, which include muscles
and ligaments. It increases circulation, which carries away pain-promoting byproducts
generated from work or exercise. It increases the joints range of motion.
Massage affects the respiratory system by encouraging slow deep contractions of the
diaphragm which eliminates carbon dioxide waste from the body via the lungs. Percussive
techniques relieve chest congestion by breaking up mucus buildup in the lungs. It
enhances the digestive process by stimulating the parasympathetic nervous response (rest
and digest). $60/hr
Raindrop Therapy - Essential Oils are dropped onto the spine, and then gently feathered in
and massaged. It serves to detoxify and boost immune system (Better than a flu shot!) In
ancient times, the Egyptians, Greeks and Romans understood the healing properties of
aromatherapy and touch and saw how they played an important role in every day
health. Today, the use of essential oils has come back to mainstream complimentary
medicine to help us regain health and vitality. $60/hr
(continued on page 14)
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Calendar of Events (cont’d)
IET (Integrated Energy Therapy) is a Gentle therapeutic touch therapy to certain
acupressure points on the body. It will serve to remove emotional trauma and energy
blocks deep in the body's tissues. $60/hr

Looking for
something to do? We
have plenty of low
OR no cost events on
the calendar.

Reiki is a hands on holistic healing technique. It relieves stress, physical pain,
inflammation and tension by creating deep relaxation. Reiki can boost the immune
system to prepare for a surgery and speed healing time afterward. Reiki is not a religion. A
Reiki practitioner acts like a channel (or conduit) for Reiki to flow in concentrated form.
Reiki healers begin with a silent prayer that God’s healing light and energy be used by the
recipient for their highest and best good. $60/hr
Amethyst Bio-Mat - Detoxifies - effective with heavy metal elimination. Relieves pain and
stress. Assists with hormonal balance. $45/45 min
Relax on the 1-inch thick, 17-layer Bio-Mat and receive the synergistic effects of Infrared
Light, Amethyst and Ions. The integration of NASA technology and Eastern Medicine
will provide a whole body tune-up, strengthening all organ and body systems.

Do you have
something for
next month’s
calendar? Please
complete the
online
submission form

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Relieve Pain and Joint Stiffness
Burn Calories and Control Weight
Strengthen the Cardiovascular System
Detoxify Cells
Rejuvenate Skin
Reduce Inflammation
Faster Recovery from Surgery and Athletic

Improved Conditions Reported by Practitioners & Clients:
•Neuropathy
•Fibromyalgia
•Insomnia
•Arthritis
•Autism
•MS
•High BP

•Cancer
•Diabetes
•ADD
•Depression
•Lyme
•Circulation
•Toxicity

ART (Allergy retraining technique) is a technique to retrain our brain and nervous system
to no longer react negatively to an allergen. Using Meridians the allergen may be cleared
from the body and the energy pathways.
Special prices:
1 gift certificate @ $55 (regularly $60)
2 gift certificates @ $50 each
3 gift certificates @ $45 each plus one FREE Bio-Mat Session
(continued on page 15)
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Calendar of Events (cont’d)
This last package offers substantial savings: a $240 value; yet you pay only $135. That’s
less than $33.75 per session! To receive your gift certificates, simply call me at
585-787-6954 and I will mail them to you or you can pick them up at 458 Stone Rd. You
can mail me a check at your convenience and the gifts are yours to give yourself or your
loved ones.

Looking for
something to do? We
have plenty of low
OR no cost events on
the calendar.

Take advantage of this special holiday offer before December 25th and stock up for your
gift giving occasions. Wishing you and your families much health and happiness over the
holiday season.
Admission Price: $0.00
Email Address: angelhd1@hotmail.com
Website: http://www.antioxidant1.com
Wheelchair Accessible: No

Luminous Healing Sessions

Do you have
something for
next month’s
calendar? Please
complete the
online
submission form

Host/Host Organization: Rev. Maryanna Mueller
Date: December and January, around your schedule
Time: Around Your Schedule
Place/Venue: My home in Pittsford village or mobile travel for gas bucks.
Description of Event: This is a releasing modality to take out muck and junk from our
past and illuminating the area with Divine Light. A one and a half-hour treatment uses
Peruvian Shamanistic tradition to let go of that which we no longer want or need and
no longer serves us.
Admission Price: $30 introductory special for one and a half-hour treatment.
Email Address: maryannam_2000@yahoo.com
Website: http://www.reikinetworking.com
Wheelchair Accessible: No, there are three and a half steps to enter my home at back
door. 
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What I Learned (cont’d)

Byline: Claude Bowen

I learned through the process of studying and teaching (I never considered myself a
preacher) that every path and school of thought not only has value, they are correct or
God/Creator/Infinite Presence is not omnipotent.

“It is always the false
that makes you suffer,
the false desires and
fears, the false values
and ideas, the false
relationships between
people. Abandon the
false and you are free
of pain; truth makes
happy, truth
liberates.”
Nisargadatta Maharaj

I learned that if I believed in a certain path or mindset then it could be discussed or
a topic of debate, yet never would I argue its merits. I must walk in the light of that
understanding. Anything else is just lip service which for me would be a clear indicator
that I may not be as comfortable with what I claimed to be my truth.
I believe that the Infinite Intelligence that created everything there is , was and will
ever be, is greater than any definition or concept known to the universe including my
own experiences; for even there, that which is God can’t be contained or fully defined.
Therefore no book, doctrine or discipline can govern or capture what that is for any
individual. The limitation of language alone limits the human definition of the source of
“all there is.”
I believe that God is all spirit and the infinite intelligence, therefore has no color,
and being without gender can never be just him or her. If I believe that The Infinite
Presence is a universal spirit, why would I continue to use “He” when referring to that
which is pure spirit?
(continued on page 18)

What’s New!
So what is new this month?
Well our Spirited Walkers began meeting on November 5th and we had awesome
walks at Henpeck Park in Greece. Our December walks, weather permitting will be at
the Fairport Canal with the exact location to be announced shortly. Walking is not only
a great form of exercise, but it is also a context in which one can meditate, visualize, and
commune with others and nature. Walking can slow down time, especially when we
walk slowly and meditatively. Walking allows us to appreciate the beauty we cannot
experience when driving. We hope you will come join us.
Our Thanksgiving Open House Potluck broke all pre-existing records with 22
people who came bearing attitudes of gratitude and bringing gifts to share. In case you
are wondering, our doors will be open again on December 25 for a holiday meal. Bring a
dish to share.
We were invited to participate in a blog hop called The Next Best Thing featuring
writers who had recently published a book, or were working on a book, and had a blog.
So The Zenful Kitchen was featured on the blog of L T Bentley. You can read our blog
about this at The Next Big thing.
(continued on page 19)
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The Environmental Conundrum That Is
Byline: Zoe Davis

"When we realize the
extent of the myriad
interconnections
which link us to all
other life, we realize
that our existence
only becomes
meaningful through
interaction with, and
in relation to, others."
Source: Soka Gakkai
International

“As humans we need
to recognize the name,
albeit function of other
life/naturally created
non-life forms.“

My first two articles covered my venture towards awareness of
environmentalism, a brief overview of the environmental ills plaguing Mother
Earth and their possible causes, and the interconnectedness of all life forms on
the planet. As I prepared to write December’s article, I was introduced to a book
titled, Earth Prayers edited by E. Roberts and E. Amidon. This text’s first part is
filled with beautiful prayers, poems and invocations honoring our home, Earth.
The first part of the text contains works by Walt Whitman, Herman Hesse,
Thich Nhat Hanh, as well as those from the Navajo, Eskimo, and Native American traditions, and various other writers. It was the prayer/poem of Thich Nhat
Hanh that provided the inspiration for this article. I will use Hanh’s prayer/
poem (which follows this paragraph) to discuss and demonstrate the connection
between humans and all masterful creations of our world.
Look deeply: I arrive in every second
to be a bud on a spring branch,
to be a tiny bird, with wings still fragile,
learning to sing in my new nest,
to be a caterpillar in the heart of a flower,
to be a jewel hiding itself in a stone…
Please call me by my true names,
so I can wake up,
and so the door of my heart can be left open,
the door of compassion ©
Thich Nhat Hanh
This work by Hanh is a call for all of us to cease sleepwalking through life.
We are encouraged stop, look around, pay attention, and take time to recognize
that ALL of us (humans, other animals, plant life, and naturally made, non-living
objects) are bonded, are part of one another, and have worth. As humans we
need to recognize the name, albeit function of other life/naturally created
non-life forms. We as humans need to ‘wake up’, be aware of the other entities
with which we share this planet. That awakened, present state will help us to
respect, value, empathize and maintain a loving, caring, harmonious relationship
with ALL inhabitants of this planet. 
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What I Learned (cont’d)

Byline: Claude Bowen

My beliefs or belief in an Infinite Wisdom, Intelligence, Presence, God or
Creator , to name a few of the titles, I had grown comfortable with that which forced me
to evaluate how I viewed organized religion, and my place in it. With this understanding
I stopped using the term “God” exclusively when referring to the source of “all there is”
because it came with everybody’s history other than my own.
The more I became comfortable with these concepts, the more I knew I was out of
step with traditional religion and the organized institution I knew as church. I left the
church and not God or The Infinite Presence as I prefer to refer to the source of “all
there is.”

“We have no desire to
convince anyone
that there is only one
way by which faith
can be acquired.”

Armed with the self assurance that something greater than myself did exist, I
continued my life journey unafraid of the detours, yet certainly aware of the holes in the
road.

William Griffith
Wilson

It was now my decision on where to stop and what to do with any and all knowledge
picked up along the way. I knew that using the expressions of having a revelation and or
epiphany could no longer be used to hide personal truth.

“It is not my mission
to get others to believe
as I do. Talking about
the Infinite Presence
and the blessings that
are in my life is not an
attempt to get anyone
to believe as I believe;
living in that light will
allow others to see
what I believe is what
sustains me.”

My faith in my Creator had to be strong enough to know that nothing anyone has
to say can weaken that faith. No e-mail or the threat of not forwarding that email would
bring about or create any doom or unfortunate situation.
If I believe that sharing inspirational messages will inspire someone, attaching a
message of doom and bad luck or a blessing being missed, if the recipient does not pass
the message on, would demonstrate a limited divine source and not one of abundance
and compassion. The Infinite Presence being as powerful as I claim will pass its blessing
on without respect of person or belief.
If I believe that The Infinite Presence is constantly creating why would I ever
entertain luck, good or bad?
It is not my mission to get others to believe as I do. Talking about the Infinite
Presence and the blessings that are in my life is not an attempt to get anyone to believe
as I believe. Living in that light will allow others to see what I believe is what sustains
me.
If I believe that a divine source is present and a part of my life, then human
definition is not necessary for me to recognize and connect to that presence.
If I don’t believe that Jesus is the son of God that does not diminish his purpose on
this planet and it is not my job to convince anyone to accept that concept. The flip side
of that is, I do not have to be brow beaten, by those that do.
If I believe that my personal relationship with the Infinite Presence establishes my
(continued on page 19)
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What I Learned (cont’d)

Byline: Claude Bowen

faith and that is the foundation of my belief, then my personal experiences both positive
and negative will bear witness to the existence of The Infinite Presence for me. Nothing
else matters…If I believe it!
If I accept all of the above as the foundation and proof that I need for the existence
of an Infinite Presence then everything that is written can only enhance my belief yet not
create it.

“We have no desire to
convince anyone
that there is only one
way by which faith
can be acquired.”

All inspirational writings including the bible are not my foundation as they are
about a divine source and reflect the journey of other people. They may or may not
mirror my own experiences and therefore can’t be my foundation, only examples for me
to examine and compare my own experiences to.
If I am secure in what I believe then I must live in that belief and allow my life to be
the example of the presence of the Infinite in it.

William Griffith
Wilson

No, I did not make a mistake. I must have the freedom to be all that I am without
the restrictions and rules of limited doctrine, structure, theology or said taboo's of
others. That was my reply without having to explain the process that brought me to a
place of standing in my truth.

“ No, I did not make a

I have always been a free spirit, yet too afraid to fly. One day I was pushed and
instead of being intimidated as planned, I learned to fly. I now fly at heights where only
I and the Infinite Presence have authority. I share because I care, and I learn in the
process. That is a place of truth that is working for me. 

mistake; I must have
the freedom to be all
that I am without the
restrictions and rules

What’s New!

of limited doctrine,

One of the newest things on our site is our Metaphysical and Spirituality Practitioners Directory. Like many of the resources on our site, this is constantly evolving. As
we mentioned elsewhere in this newsletter, it is divided into two sections. The first part
lists practitioners in the Greater Rochester area. These individuals are listed by practice.
Those outside of the Greater Rochester area are listed by state. Should you wish to be
listed, please complete our form and we will include you.

structure, theology or
said taboo's of others. ”

January, our offerings will be taking on a new look as we say good-bye to a few more
groups, but at the request of many of you, some workshops which will be offered on
various aspects of spiritual evolution and transformation. So stay tuned for more
announcements in the next newsletter. 
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Please Help Us Grow

We continue to grow and evolve and do what we can with the love offerings
and donations, which are sent our way. As you know, the majority of our
offerings, including this newsletter, are supported by your love offerings and
donations. We chose to do this to ensure no one would be denied the
opportunity to participate in any of our offerings because of economic reasons.
If you feel you have benefitted spiritually from our offerings, we ask that you
consider donating to this ministry so we may continue to grow. You can do so by
becoming a micro patron or planting a seed to assist us with a specific goal such
as:
“A seed, dropped
into the ground,
springs into activity,
and in the act of
living produces a
hundred more seeds,
life, by living,
multiplies itself. It is
forever Becoming
More, it must do so,
if it continues to be at
all.”
Leo F. Buscaglia

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coffee bar supplies (coffee, tea, filters, creamer, sugar, honey, Splenda)
($20 per month),
Advertise in local community newspaper ($130 every six weeks),
Advertise in Mind, Body, and Spirit section of City Newspaper ($120
per week),
Professional printing of brochures ($250.00),
Trademark our name ($325.00),
Help us acquire our 501C3 or 501D,
Develop and launch a monthly blog talk radio show. $400 per year or
$40 per month, and
Research costs to assist in the writing of The Zenful Kitchen and Spiritual
Courtesy. 

Membership Has its Privileges
Ok, so I know the title sounds like an American Express commercial,
however, being a registered member with us does have its privileges. For one, you
will receive a copy of our newsletter each month. You will receive periodic emails
from us, whenever we have a news or announcements to share. Whether you live
in the Rochester area or out of state, you will also have access to our online
spiritual evolution and transformation groups. They will be visible to you only
after you have logged in to your account. We hope you continue to enjoy the
newsletters, find our news helpful, and use the online groups as tools throughout
your process of spiritual transformation. Let us know what you think by sending
us an email at Inspiritual@ymail.com 
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Finding Your Way
Each month, we will be highlighting a different part of our website so you
know where to find things and what they are. This month, we are highlighting
the Finding Your Way section, which can be found in the last hand column of
every page. This month we’re highlighting the following website segments:

We are here to help
you get the most from
our website!

“Each month, we
will be highlighting a
different part of our
website so you know
where to find things
and what they are.“

Search This Site – This page is an internal search engine. Type in any word or
phrase and hit enter. You will then be given a list of every blog post, comment,
or other post, which contains that word.
FAQ’S – If you know what FAQ means then this page will be self-explanatory. It
is a list of frequently asked questions, which we do not get many of, and our
answers to those questions.
Map – You may have your GPS in your car, however, if you want to have a sense
of where we are located and how to get here from your home, then click on the
word Google in the lower left hand corner of the map. Type in your starting
address and Google will give you directions here.
Spirituality & Community Links – This is an evolving page, which is divided into
four sections: Rochester Spirituality & Community Resources, Spirituality
Resources (non-Rochester area), Film Sites (where you can download films if you
want to participate in the online It’s Movie Time discussion), and Miscellaneous
Resources.
Metaphysical and Spiritual Practitioner Directory and Form – This is a new
feature and is continuously evolving. The first half of the directory contains a list
of metaphysical and spiritual practitioners from the Greater Rochester area by
practice. The second half is a list of metaphysical and spiritual practitioners who
live outside the Greater Rochester area. We have organized these by state. If you
are not listed and would like to be, simply complete out the Metaphysical and
Spiritual Practitioner Form; we will add you to the list within 24 hours. There is
no charge for being listed in this directory; however, we are open to love
offerings, which will help us grow. 

About Us
Inspiritual is a space for all those who come ready to look within and engage
in a time of spiritual exploration and transformation. All are welcome!

Inspiritual

It starts with your story.
Our lives are a story. They are a story about us, about what we believe, about
the world we live in, about all that we have experienced and all that is yet to
come. It is a story about what we know and what we have yet to understand.

Inspiritual
25 Bernie Lane
Rochester, NY 14624-1152

We seek the spiritual in everyday life.
Each day is filled with the opportunities for teachable moments. Together we
journey together learning from the arts, film, prose, poetry, meditations, and
everyday experiences.

Phone: 585-729-6113
E-mail: Inspiritual@ymail.com

Fusion of traditions and beliefs

We’re on the WEB!
Our Website
http://www.inspiritual.biz
Twitter
@Inspiritual
Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/
inspiritual.biz

We see spiritual formation as a fusion of the esoteric wisdom of the world's
ancient spiritual traditions with innovative writings and wisdoms of today.
Through the movement beyond artificial boundaries, we grow in our
understanding of ourselves, of the Infinite, and of the world in which we live.
In our approach, we seek to: listen to and honor individual, communal and
spiritual stories; recognize that one's entire life is an ongoing revelation of the
Infinite Presence; honor and value the process. It is all about the journey, not
how long it takes to get there; blend ancient and modern spiritual wisdoms;
draw upon the expressive and creative arts to grow in our understanding of the
Infinite; and move towards a way of being in the world which, is about love,
grace, and compassion. 

Making Submissions to Your Newsletter
We’re excited to share Inspiritual’s monthly newsletter, One Spirit - Many Voices, with you. The
many voices (in the title) represents how we envision the content in future editions. We’d like to see
One Spirit - Many Voices morph into a collaboration between all involved with Inspiritual. All, means
YOU!
The submission process is simple. If you have an article, event, photograph, reflection, book or
movie review, or anything you’d like to share with other newsletter readers, that will adapt itself to
this format, PLEASE send it to us.

Are you ready, willing,
and able to share
some of your talent
and time with the
Inspiritual
community? Do you
know anyone else who
might be interested? If
so, drop us an email!

“Remember this is
YOUR newsletter.
Submit often”

Our parameters for submissions are as follows:

•

Review your submission to ensure its content is in harmony with the mission and
values of Inspiritual;

•

Create your documents using an Microsoft Office product (Word, Publisher, Excel) or
an Apple iWorks product (Pages, Keynote, Numbers). A text format is also acceptable.
Photos/graphics can be created, using just about all photo/graphic formats (i.e. jpeg,
gif, tiff, png, and bmp);

•

Send your files to us prior to the submission deadline via email, Inspiritual@ymail.com For example, June 1st newsletter submissions should be forwarded
to us by the close of May 20th, at 11:00 pm.

Please realize that your submissions may be edited and/or not used in the upcoming month (i.e.
due to space and/or content). Should you have questions or comments, please contact us.
Remember this is YOUR newsletter. Submit often!



